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Review: Felix Treadwell's "Dominion" @
Dopeness, Taipei
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It was only a few months before the pandemic hit every corner of the globe that then London-based artistIt was only a few months before the pandemic hit every corner of the globe that then London-based artist

Felix Treadwell who we first featured in 2019, decided to pursue his life dreams and relocate to Taipei in Taiwan. And after remotely

and successfully putting up a solo show with L21 Galeria last year, British artist recently had his Asian solo debut with Dopeness Art

Lab, introducing new paintings, drawings, and a unique installation.

Over the last couple of years, Treadwell has been getting a lot of recognition and appreciation for the works depicting the semi-

autobiographical character, Feelo. "It was just meant to be this protagonist which explores these worlds, but I think I worked it out that

it is more meant to be me," the artist explained the background of his signature subject in the interview accompanying this exhibition.

"It wasn’t intentional but I think it kind of acts as me, but also acts like you, the viewer within the show. I feel like Feelo is more like an

outsider entering this world in which you are, and exploring what you might not necessarily know you might encounter." And even

though the body of work featuring this androgynous character quickly became emblematic, culminating with the release of a

polystone art toy sculpture, the artist kept his philosophy of listening to his guts and doing his thing. So while Feelo was present in

some of the new pieces, he introduced himself to the art crowd of the adopted hometown with a body of work revolving around his

childhood love for dinosaurs.

Like so many kids around the globe young Felix was quickly sucked into the world of these historical creatures and was obsessed with

their looks, characteristics, and the concept of these strange giants roaming the Earth. It was his first encounter with Dippy The

Diplodocus that sparked the interest which eventually led to Dominion, a presentation celebrating the dominance of these exceptional

reptiles, seen and portrayed through Treadwell's lens. And it's this particular herbivore, believed to be the longest that ever lived, that

is a star of this show, presented through paintings, drawings, sculptures, and installation. "I guess, with my works, it has always been

about going back to my childhood or youth and looking at longing for something I wish or want to have, or looking at how nostalgia

affects you," the artist told about the connecting thread between this seemingly different body of work. Using the same technical

approach, the simple compositions, the playful, non-threatening scenes, the softness of the airbrush, along with pastel hues, the artist

is reviving and visualizing his childhood imagination.

Arguably the most striking piece in this presentation was the inflatable sculpture installed through 2 levels of the space through which

the artist revisited a concept he first introduced some 5 years ago with Rupert Head. This body of work is a continuation of the artist's

practice to draw inspiration from natural history and sci-fi movies as well as nostalgia, building a singular, recognizable universe filled

with sympathetic yet somehow melancholic characters. Whether it's the antagonist of the Alien movies, his Feelo alter-ego, a range of

anthropomorphic, fantastical creatures, or the puffy diplodocus, Treadwell is capable of conveying the child-like innocence and

openness through his stylized satiny visuals. Paying tribute to the subject that inspired him to draw in the first place and opened his

imagination and interest in creative expression, the artist also used this universally recognizable imagery as a non-verbal link to

connect with his adopted homeland. —Sasha Bogojev
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Dominion opens on Saturday from 3pm at @dopenessartlab this is my first
major show in Taiwan and for this exhibition I wanted to go back to the
beginning of what inspired me to make art as a kid. 

Seeing Dippy the dinosaur in London blew my tiny mind as a young boy, to
experience the scale of these fantastic creatures for the first time. 

This inflatable actually inspired from a brachiosaurus and is ready to greet you
from upstairs and downstairs 

🦕
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Made in Firework

Danielle Mckinney
Comfort and
Quietude

Cristina BanBan The
Nuance of Memory

MADSAKI
Homecoming King

Hilary Pecis The
Humble is Whole

Lucia Hierro Fuck
Up the Algorithm

The Peruvian Father of Pinup, Alberto
Vargas

One of the original kings of pinup art, Joaquin Alberto Vargas was famously
quoted saying "Show me something more beautiful than a beautiful girl, and

then I'll go paint it."

June 29, 2021

Illustration

Days Off Ideas: Ákos Ezer @ Galerie Droste
Wuppertal

This past Saturday, June 26th, Galerie Droste Wuppertal in Germany opened
a major solo exhibition by one of our favorite artists, Ákos Ezer. Following the

success of his last year's solo debut with 

June 29, 2021

Painting

Masahisa Fukase’s Photographs of His
Cats

In 1977, Fukase turned his lenses on his new companion Sasuke. Growing up
with felines, he decides with the arrival of this new cat in his life that it would

become a photographic subject in his own 

June 29, 2021

Photography

Escape Lane: A Conversation with Laure
Mary Couégnias

How do we daydream an escape plan? I think every single person reading this
went through the subconscious thoughts of what it was to feel static and

need to move over the last year, and the way Paris

June 29, 2021

Painting

BEYOND THE STREETS On PAPER @
Southampton Arts Center, Southampton,

New York
Los Angeles and Brooklyn in 2018 and 2019 each hosted massive Beyond the
Streets exhibitions, casting a wide, comprehensive scope on the world of rule

breakers and mark makers, as well as the growing

June 28, 2021

Installation

Vintage Mermaid Art
A collection of vintage artworks featuring mermaids.

June 28, 2021

Illustration

The Enlightenment of the Witch: David
Altmejd @ David Kordansky Gallery

It's been over two years since we last featured the mind-melting sculptural
works by David Altmejd, and lately we kept finding ourselves going back to

the images and video tour of his debut

June 28, 2021

Sculpture

Lucia Hierro: Fuck Up The Algorithm
A lone plastic shopping bag, plucked by the breeze, floats gracefully down

the street. It is the “muse” of Lucia Hierro, who, although foremost an
academic, is also a conceptual artist—a driver

June 28, 2021

Features

Larry Sultan and Mike Mandel "Billboards"
Back in the 70’s and 80’s, Larry Sultan and Mike Mandel were altering

billboards with obscure images for the purpose of documenting their work
with photos.  Often having no meaning at all, t

June 25, 2021

Photography

Preview: Matt Gonzalez’s Magic-
Circumstantial Collages

Not to be missed is Beauty Will Be Convulsive, new works by Matt Gonzalez,
which runs concurrently with the Terry Powers show at Dolby Chadwick

Gallery. The exhibit includes 20 monochromatic found pa

June 25, 2021

Collage

Mario Ayala & Henry Gunderson: Easy to
be Hard

Ever Gold [Projects], San Francisco, is pleased to present Easy to be Hard a
two-person exhibition of new paintings by Los Angeles-based Mario Ayala

and Brooklyn-based Henry Gunderson. Long   ;

June 25, 2021

Painting

Planet Caravan: Jennifer J Lee @ Klaus von
Nichtssagend, New York

We've built a massive appreciation for artists that are using the materiality of
paint in their practice, but we rarely see an artist putting emphasis on the

qualities of the support on which they're

June 25, 2021

Painting

Juxtapoz Shop Exclusives: Josh Jefferson
Releases "Cylcops," "Berry Bear" and

"Heavy Topper" Prints
We are excited to announce our newest print releases with Santa Cruz-born,

Boston-based Josh Jefferson. From June 24—June 30, 2021, Juxtapoz and
Josh Jefferson have made 3 of his collage works

June 24, 2021

Collectibles

TAICCA Features the Best of Taiwanese
Illustrations at the 2021 Bologna

Children’s Book Fair
We are so lucky at Juxtapoz to be able to look at all the unique and amazing

art and creative events that are happening around the world. Never in our
wildest dreams did we think we could get some in

June 24, 2021

Illustration

Kamonlak Sukchai Questions the Lasting
Influence of Folklore

Passed down from generation to generation, local folklore act as symbolic
myths to illustrate traditional, religious, and cultural beliefs. In her series "Red

Lotus," Thai photographer Kamonlak Sukha

June 24, 2021

Photography

I've got a massive subconcious: John
Greenwood @ Richard Heller Gallery

You know those macro to micro shots that go from the vastness of the
universe and end up on a nucleus of a cell, or something like that?! That, with

the addition of the elusive time element, is 

June 24, 2021

Painting

Hoda Afshar: Speak the Wind
On the islands of the Strait of Hormuz, near the southern coast of Iran, there is

a belief that the winds — generally believed to be harmful — can possess a
person, causing them to experience ill

June 23, 2021

Photography

Terry Powers: Art’s Necessary Angels
Why do we even bother to look at art in this day and age? Is it for the hope of

a deeper exchange or some promising sign, if not of a better life, of a finer,
more dear appreciation of this one. In T   ;

June 23, 2021

Painting

More Life: A Conversation with Artist and
Activist Avram Finkelstein About a New

Series @ David Zwirner
Avram Finkelstein got together with Brian Howard, Oliver Johnston, Charles

Kreloff, Chirs Leone and Jorge Socarras to share a shrouded, griping grief
about friends and partners lost to AIDS. As the m

June 23, 2021

Installation

The Caboose: Guy Yanai @ Praz-
Delavallade, Los Angeles

For years since his solo debut with the gallery, and two years since his last
showcase, Guy Yanai is back at Praz-Delavallade Gallery in LA with a solo

presentation The Caboose. Comprising 10, big-sc

June 23, 2021

Painting

We Swam as Though the World Weren’t
Ending: Gallery Gertrude's Inaugural Show

@ Paradise House
In the distance there were fires, too many to count, But when you looked

north from the Paradise House in Tiburon, Califorinia, for what felt like
months, you saw smoke coming from an entire arc of N

June 22, 2021

Installation

Some Other Sunset: Heidi Hahn @
Fahrenheit Madrid

It is so interesting how one can be equally intrigued by the painting in which
an illusion of voluminous surface was created through the materiality of paint,

as much as the painting in which color c

June 22, 2021

Painting

Sneak Peek: Soey Milk's "Ribbons and
Connotations" @ Corey Helford Gallery,

Los Angeles
 “In Ribbons and Connotations, I share my most recent works created during
the coronavirus pandemic," Soey Milk says of her newest solo show, opening

at Corey Helford Gallery on July 3, 2

June 22, 2021

Painting

Jimbo: Adventures in Paradise by Gary
Panter

The electric delight in experiencing a Gary Panter piece—and indeed it is an
all-encompassing encounter—is that there is such immediacy in the

remembrance and the revelations. Jimbo: Adventures i

June 22, 2021

Books
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